
Relaxation During Labor 
By LoriAnn Jones, LM, CPM at BirthLight Midwifery
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
       
 
 

Many techniques have been developed to help laboring women achieve a relaxation level deep 
enough to bring relief from discomfort. Spend some time researching the possibilities. Here are 
just a few to think about. 
 

Facial Relaxation 

The ability to relax your face and jaw will directly affect your ability to relax the muscles in your 
pelvis. This connection seems strange, but it’s real! Learning to let your jaw slacken in relaxation 
will help your body open up so your baby can be born. By mastering the following exercise, you 
will learn to bring your self into a natural state of relaxation instantly. 
 
“Let your eyelids slowly close. Don’t try to force them shut. Just let them gently meet. Place 
your awareness on the muscles in and around your eyes. As you feel a natural drooping of the 
eye muscles, sense relaxation spreading from your forehead, down across your eyelids, over your 
cheekbones and around your jaws. Let your lower jaw recede as your teeth part. Your eyelids 
will feel heavier as your cheeks and your jaw go limp. Bring the relaxation within your eyes to a 
level where it seems as though your eyelids just refuse to work. Place he tip of your tongue at 
your palate where your upper teeth and palate meet, bring about a sense of peace and well-being 
as you connect with an energy orbit in your body. Feel your head making a dent into your pillow. 
As you practice this technique you will feel your neck, shoulders, and elbows droop. Picture your 
shoulders opening outward and sinking down into the frame of your body as you go deeply into 
relaxation.” From Hypnobirthing by Marie Mongan 
 

A	butter-yellow	cat	napping	the	
the	warm	afternoon	sun	
creates	an	image	of	a	very	
relaxed	creature.		
	

If	you’ve	ever	stroked	the	
languid	body	of	a	sun-drenched	
kitten	you	can	imagine	the	
perfect	level	of	relaxation	for	a	
laboring	woman.				



 

Rhythm 

It has been well established that rhythmic movement and even chanting can reduce pain and 
anxiety during labor. You might choose a phrase or single word or sound that when repeated 
over and over occupies our mind, gives you strength and creates a vibration that soothes your 
entire body. Chanting a phrase as simple as, “I love you,” over and over again can calm you, and 
reassure your baby as well! Moving rhythmically during labor seems to happen naturally and 
usually is not planned in advance. When you find yourself rocking, swaying, dancing, stroking, 
or some other repetitious movement, go with it. Rhythmic movement is a sign that you are 
coping well with labor. 
 

Breathing 

The 5-minute cleansing breath 
Breathing in: 
1. Place the tip of your tongue on the outer edge of your upper lip. 
2. Breathe in through the nose. Bring in the breath slowly filling your lower abdomen. 
3. As you placed the tip of your tongue up and begin to breath in, open your eyes, spread your 
fingers and smile. Open your body up a little. 
Breathing out: 
1. Place your tongue on the outer edge of your lower lip. 
2. Breathe out through your mouth. Slowly exhale in little bursts. 
3. As you place the tip of your tongue down and begin to exhale, close your eyes and close your 
fingers. Relax more with each burst. 
 

Imagery 

Imagine yourself in a place that is your idea of absolute beauty, security, comfort, and safety. It 
can be any setting you like—the beach, the mountains, or a cozy chair in a favorite room. Allow 
the rhythmic waves of your labor surges to wash over and warm you. Welcome these rushes in 
this safe beautiful place, understanding that every sensation brings your baby first down, and 
then into your arms. See in your mind that their warmth softens your lower uterus and pelvic 
floor like butter in the sunshine.  
 

Women are amazing creatures who have minds capable of guiding the 
flow of reality, thus creating beauty and goodness. Many studies 
prove that during childbirth, the way a woman thinks, moves and 
vocalizes can bring about a positive birth experience, which she can 
draw upon for empowerment and joy for the rest of her life. 
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